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OFFICE OF THE SRA HUMANITIES CAUCUS LEADER 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Dearest Constituents, Members of the Assembly and Members of the 
McMaster Community, 
 

As your SRA Humanities Caucus for the 2016-2017, we are very excited 
and honoured to serve Humanities students for the upcoming academic year. 
We believe that this year presents us with exciting opportunities to grow and 
better support our constituents, and we cannot wait to get started.  

When developing our year plan, we reflected deeply on our 
conversations with students and the platforms they voted for during elections. 
From the discussion that followed, we were able to identify three main themes 
that students demonstrated a desire for the SRA to fulfill - community 
engagement, professional development, and advocating for the arts. Moving 
forward this year, we want to ensure that each action we take as SRA 
members can be justified as falling under one of these three themes. 

In order to support our wider vision of community engagement, 
professional development and arts advocacy, we have identified a number of 
projects based on student input and ideas brought forth in our individual 
election platforms. These goals are detailed on the following pages, and 
represent our plan for supporting this vision in the short-term and long-term.  

If you have any feedback, comments, questions or concerns regarding 
this year plan or any other SRA-related activities, please do not hesitate to 
contact us through any of the mediums listed on our website. We look forward 
to a year of creating opportunities, supporting your goals and voicing your 
opinions. 
 
Best Wishes, 
 
 
 
 
 
Zach Rudge 
Caucus Leader, SRA Humanities 
McMaster Students Union 
srahuman@msu.mcmaster.ca  
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SUMMARY OF GOALS 
 

Theme 1: Community Engagement 
● 1.1 - Increased Digital Presence 

○ Monthly Newsletter 
○ Periodic Video Updates 

● 1.2 - Increased On-Campus Visibility 
○ Class Talks and Campus Presence 
○ Accessible Office Hours 

● 1.3 - Lounge Accessibility 
● 1.4 - Arts Matter Week 

○ Transition to the MHS 
● 1.5 - Improved Relationship with the MHS 

○ Meeting Attendance  
○ Event Presence 

 
Theme 2: Professional Development 

● 2.1 - The Humanities Job Fair 
● 2.2 - Professional Resources Portal 

○ Jobs Database Reference 
○ Featured Jobs & Internships Listing 
○ Job Application and Interview Resources 

● 2.3 - More Opportunities for Experiential Education 
 
Theme 3: Advocating for the Arts 

● 3.1 - Student Art on Campus 
● 3.2 - Extended Library Hours 
● 3.3 - Degree Specifications 

 
 
 
 

 
 

NOTE:  
Zach - 1.1, 1.3, 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2 

Lindsay - 1.4, 2.3, 3.3, LTP 1-2 (and check 1.3 too to include your ideas) 
Esra - 1.2, 1.5. 3.4 
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BREAKDOWN OF GOALS 
 

Theme 1: Community Engagement 
 
Objective 1.1 Increased Digital Presence for Outreach and Engagement 
Description One of the biggest struggles for SRA Humanities in the past has been 

its ability to engage with students in a meaningful and consistent way. 
Oftentimes students feel out of the loop and only hear about the SRA’s 
activities during elections or through more generalized MSU media 
releases. To ensure that students are more aware of the SRA’s 
activities and can more easily provide us with feedback, we want to 
improve and increase our presence on social media by having more 
posts that students can more easily engage with (described further in 
the “How” section). 

Benefits ● Improved outreach, leading to a more engaged student body 
that can build closer relationships through events, grow 
individually and engage with the political process by offering 
their ideas 

● Allows us to make more informed decisions with more input 
from students 

● Improved reputation of the SRA amongst Humanities students 
Difficulties ● Maintaining this high level of digital presence throughout the 

entire year 
● Collaborating effectively with the MHS to continue to produce 

the necessary digital material for an increased and enhanced 
presence online 

Long-term 
implications  

By improving our digital presence, SRA Humanities can improve its 
reputation on campus and garner more respect from students. This can 
go a long ways toward improving our image and having students more 
interested in interacting with their representatives and partaking in our 
events throughout the year. This effect will carry over year after year, 
helping to shape a better culture and attitude towards governance in 
Humanities. 
 
This will significantly improve our outreach, which allows us to build an 
even stronger community over the entirety of a student’s time at 
McMaster. Engaging students and collecting their feedback now also 
allows us to identify potential long term projects earlier and get the ball 
rolling. 

How? 1. SRA/MHS Newsletter & Video Updates 
●  Goal: Engage students by informing them in easily 

accessible ways about ongoing SRA initiatives, MHS events 
and other campus programming of interest to Hummers. 
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● Plan: Release a bi-weekly newsletter alongside a short video 
to be shared on social media, informing students of 
everything Humanities-related for the upcoming 2 weeks. 

● Discussions have been held already with the MHS VP 
External. The following was established: 

i. The SRA caucus leader and VP External will 
produce the videos after MHS meetings at 
least once per month (with more videos 
during peak periods). The MHS VP External 
will work with their media team to produce 
and release these videos.  

ii. The MHS will produce newsletters with 
information from the MHS and SRA during 
the last week of each month. The SRA 
caucus leader will send the VP External any 
information they would like to have 
included in the document, and the MHS will 
produce and share the newsletter through 
their outlets. 

2. SRA Feedback Form 
● Create a google form where students can provide ongoing 

feedback on any issue or topic throughout the year. 
● Embed in the MHS and SRA websites, share through our 

social media outlets throughout the year.  
● Note: SRA Humanities supports the idea of one centralized 

google form for feedback pertaining to the entire MSU. If this 
were to happen, we would link to this centralized master 
form on our media platforms instead of creating our own 
individual form. With that said, we still want to ensure that we 
are able to hear the voices of our own constituents and what 
their thoughts are - on both our own performance as a 
caucus and McMaster issues in general. As such, we would 
like to see this form include a checkbox section where 
students can anonymously identify themselves with their 
respective faculty.  

Partners The McMaster Humanities Society (MHS) 
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Objective 1.2 Increased On-Campus Visibility 
Description Over the past years at McMaster, numerous students have 

complained that the MSU is not transparent with many things that go 
on throughout the year such as VP elections, General Assembly’s and 
motions that are passed by the SRA. This is clearly an issue, and since 
students pay into the MSU, they should have a say in what goes on. 
We want students to know what is going on, we want to hear their 
concerns and opinions so we can accurately represent students.  

Benefits Better Communication = happier, better represented students 
Difficulties Trying to reach out to thousands of students can be very difficult, and 

trying to represent what the majority of students want can be very 
hard. We are going to make sure that we cater to as many students as 
possible to ensure everyone’s voices are heard.  

Long-term 
implications  

Helps us increase our reputation around campus and create a 
positive culture surrounding SRA Humanities. This can have a ripple 
effect across multiple years and cohorts of students.  

How? We will be doing this by attending class talks, events and putting up 
posters around campus. These class talks will be held in waves at 
least every 2 months to provide valuable updates to students 
(pending approval from professors). We will have office hours in an 
accessible space where students can come to us. Also using social 
media as a tool to reach out to students and engaging with the MHS 
as well as our other SRA representatives. 

Partners SRA (Mainly BOD’s). MHS. Various clubs and services on campus. 
Office of the Dean of Humanities (to see if they could send a message 
to professors allowing us to give these class talks). 

 
Objective 1.3 Lounge Accessibility  
Description Next year, students in Humanities and Social Sciences will be given a 

new lounge in the basement of L. R. Wilson Hall, replacing the 
unusable space in the basement of the Commons Building. However, 
it will be closed to the general public and only accessible by the 
faculty society’s via key card or PIN code. In order to make this space 
more accessible and more effective in building community amongst 
Humanities and Social Sciences students, we want to get involved. 
We want to collaborate with SRA Social Sciences, the MSSS and the 
MHS to keep this space open to all Soc Sci and Humanities students 
Monday to Thursday from 6-10pm.  

Benefits ● Builds community 
● Gives students a space to call their own  
● Good opportunity for us to outreach with more students and 

collect their feedback 
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Difficulties ● Big commitment 
● Difficulties in ensuring every organization honours their 

commitment in this collaboration 
Long-term 
implications  

Similar to Science’s Nucleus lounge, this could become a 
longstanding tradition where liberal arts students can meet and form 
relationships. 

How? ● Each of the MHS, MSSS, SRA Social Sciences and SRA 
Humanities will be assigned one night a week (from Monday to 
Thursday) for which they must send 1 representative to open 
and supervise the lounge. 

○ They will open the lounge, stay for the entirety of the 4 
hours, and lock it afterwards. 

● They can collect any feedback from student discussions and 
share them in our combined lounge group on Facebook. 
Feedback will be collected by entering the student comments 
into the online Feedback Form, along with a message at the 
beginning of the entry that it was collected in the lounge. 

Partners SRA Social Sciences, MSSS, MHS 

 
Objective 1.4 Arts Matter Week 
Description A week long series of events dedicated to showcasing the different 

programs and talents of Humanities students 
Benefits Appreciation of the arts and collaboration between different faculties 

across the whole university campus 
Difficulties ● Should this be a SRA humanities project assisted by the MHS, 

or should the MHS adopt this event and the SRA assists 
moving forward? This question is addressed in Long Term 
Planning 1.  

● What is the best week to host this considering planning time 
and this week should be the same week every year to hold 
tradition? 

Long-term 
implications  

A McMaster tradition that can bring forth community and implement 
use of the new L.R. Wilson Building  

How? ● Organizing a planning committee between the MHS and SRA 
● Delegating tasks 
● Work off last year 
● Increase sponsorship goal 
● Transition this event to the MHS 
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Please see Long-Term Planning Point 1 (Transition of responsibilities 
for Arts Matter Week to the McMaster Humanities Society) to learn 
more about how this transition will occur. 

Partners MHS, other students/groups on campus not limited to humanities 
students, professors, Teddy Saull, BOD, MSU Underground  

NOTE Please see Long Term Planning 1 for more information on how Arts 
Matter Week will be transitioned from an SRA-led initiative to an 
MHS-led initiative. 

 
Objective 1.5 Improved Relationship with the MHS 
Description In order to increase communication and outreach with students, an 

effective way to do this is by partnering with MHS to increase visibility 
on campus. By partnering with MHS, it makes it easier for students 
know who we are and what we do. Faculty societies have a great 
reputation for being able to connect with students, and so we believe 
that a better relationship with the MHS will produce about greater 
relationship between us and our constituents. 

Benefits Better outreach and engagement! 
Difficulties Attending meetings and events with regularity throughout the year. 
Long-term 
implications  

We hope that this will set a precedent with future SRA and MHS 
groups to maintain a strong working relationship. 

How? Attending MHS meetings and events, and collecting Humanities 
students thoughts on different issues and projects. 

Partners MHS 
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Theme 2: Professional Development 
 
Objective 2.1 The Humanities Job Fair 
Description To help connect students with potential employers and learn more 

about future opportunities, we would like to hold a 
Humanities-specific job fair. Key employers for our field would be 
brought together to inform students of both current opportunities as 
well as potential career paths in the future. The possibilities are 
virtually endless with a Humanities degree, and we want to help 
students understand this fact.  

Benefits ● Educational - to see what types of careers are available to you.  
● Practical - to help students connect with potential employers.  

Difficulties ● Bringing partners onto campus 
● Organizing so many partners and getting them to commit to 

the event at one set date and time 
Long-term 
implications  

Help Humanities students connect with future opportunities and leave 
them feeling hopeful for their futures 

How? ● Work with the Humanities Target Learning Centre, and ask if 
they would like to be co-collaborators for this event (which they 
expressed interest in when asked this March). They could help 
us a great deal on the logistics side of the event. 

● Work with HTLC, the McMaster Alumni Association and the 
Student Success Centre to connect with professionals in their 
networks that have a background in Humanities and can speak 
to job opportunities stemming from Humanities degrees. 

● Apply for SRA Special Project Funding to book the MUSC 
Atrium and provide light refreshments and small thank you gifts 
for participants. 

Partners Faculty of Humanities, Humanities Target Learning Centre, McMaster 
Alumni Association, Student Success Centre, SRA (including the 
BOD), MHS 

 
Objective 2.2 Professional Resources Portal 
Description As part of our plan to help prepare Hummers for professional life, we 

think it would be useful to put together an online resource for finding 
jobs - both now and after graduation. This jobs portal would be 
comprised of 3 components: 
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● Jobs Database Reference: This section of the portal would be 
a centralized list of different databases for finding jobs, linking 
students to the available opportunities.  

● Featured Jobs & Internships Listing: Here, students can find 
opportunities for employment referred to us by the Humanities 
Target Learning & Experiential Education Office (HTLC) and the 
McMaster Student Success Centre. These jobs will be of 
particular interest to Humanities students, and saves them the 
time of having to dig through databases to find them. 

● Job Application and Interview Resources: This section of the 
portal would provide students with an inventory of useful tips 
and links on how to get that job they’re looking for. Here, 
students can find resources on writing a good cover letter, 
perfecting their resume, how to do great in interviews and who 
to talk to for in-person professional support on campus.  

Benefits ● Provides students with the resources and information 
necessary to confidently apply for jobs they’re interested in 

Difficulties ● Collecting all of this information and putting it into an easily 
accessible design online 

Long-term 
implications  

Helps Humanities students connect with job opportunities and set 
themselves up for future success 

How? ● The Professional Resources Portal will be housed on the new 
MHS website and linked to from the SRA website.  

● Information for each section will be gathered by SRA caucus 
members by contacting and communicating with HTLC and 
SSC. This information will then be digested and organized by 
the caucus.  

● The MHS Website Curator will take the information collected 
and sorted by SRA Humanities, and will meet with caucus 
members to determine the best layout of the info for the 
website. After this meeting, the Website Curator will proceed 
to create the webpage. This will then be linked on the SRA 
website and shared on social media. 

Partners MHS (Website Curator), HTLC, SSC 
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Objective 2.3 More Opportunities for Experiential Education 
Description Try to implement more experiential education opportunities into the 

Humanities curriculum  
Benefits Students can have a hands-on experience in the workplace and will 

show future employees they have had experience in the area 
therefore promoting employability post-graduation  

Difficulties Which courses should be chosen? How long will this take to change 
courses in the faculty? 

Long-term 
implications  

Students gain work environment experience and can apply skills 
learned in the classroom to a real life situation 

How? Evaluate which courses are the most appropriate for this area/type of 
learning and which courses benefit  

Partners Dr. Moro, Dr. Cruikshank, Academic Advising, VP Ed 

NOTE Please see Long Term Planning 2 for how this objective will be 
achieved over the coming years. 

 
Theme 3: Advocating for the Arts 
 
Objective 3.1 Student Art on Campus 
Description Many of the walls around campus are boring and plain, especially in 

the Arts Quad. I think it's time for the Arts Quad to live up to its name, 
and for the rest of our facilities to reflect the level of talent our 
students possess. We'd like to see murals done by our talented arts 
students or more student art decorating the hallways to make our 
campus more visually appealing while showcasing great work being 
done by students. 

Benefits ● Showcase the talent of our students on campus 
● Create an environment that is more supportive and respectful 

towards the fine arts 
● Create a more visually appealing campus 

Difficulties ● Collecting artwork to be displayed on campus 
● Collaboration with facility services 

Long-term 
implications  

The art on campus will be displayed for a long period of time, and the 
impact on students (more respect for student art, etc.) can have long 
lasting positive effects on student morale. 

How? ● SRA Humanities and MHS will put out a call for submissions for 
students to submit artwork.  
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○ We will also have to decide on a compensation program 
(if any) for students whose art is chosen to be displayed 
on campus. 

● Before this, the SRA Humanities caucus will work with facility 
services to determine where murals or student artwork can be 
placed on campus. Once these placements have been 
determined and permission has been granted, we will publicize 
our call for submissions and the artwork selection process. 

● Artwork will then be handed over to facility services with our 
suggested locations, and they will put up the artwork around 
campus in a secure fashion.  

Partners Facility Services, MUSC Administration, MHS 

 
Objective 3.2 Extended Library Hours 
Description Extend Mills Library Hours for students to study later 
Benefits When class ends in the new L.R. Wilson building this is a close 

location for students to study after class 
Difficulties Will library staff hours have to change? Do we need supervision? 

What is a reasonable time to extend to? 
Long-term 
implications  

A central study place on the opposite side of campus from thode that 
can be made available to students who wish to study late 

How? Asking students if this is something they would wish to see by 
sending out a survey, meeting with library staff or university admin 

Explore the possibility of striking a working committee with members 
of other SRA caucuses who are also looking to work towards 
increasing library hours.  

Partners Library staff, university admin, other SRA members 
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Objective 3.3 Degree Specifications 
Description At McMaster, students in Humanities graduate with a degree that only 

states “Bachelor of Arts” (although your program is stated on your 
transcript). This makes it ambiguous because many other programs as 
well as faculties are awarded the same degree. Many students 
identify closely with their program, as it is those people and courses 
that have a significant impact on their university experience. We want 
to make things more transparent, individualistic and allow students 
the opportunity to have their programs written on their degree.  

Benefits Student credentials are better recognized.  
Difficulties May cost more money. 
Long-term 
implications  

Students will feel proud of their degree and can identify more closely 
with their program! 

How? Partnering with MHS, and working closely with the BOD’s as well as 
the dean’s of our faculties.  

Partners MHS, BOD’s, Faculty of Humanities (Dean, Associate Dean, etc.) 
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Long-term planning 
 
Overarching 
Vision (what is 
the ultimate 
goal?) 

1 - Transition of responsibilities for Arts Matter Week to the 
McMaster Humanities Society (See Obj 1.4) 

Description The Annual Arts Matter Week celebration began as an SRA Humanities 
engagement initiative back in 2014 to foster respect, appreciation and 
admiration for the Arts at McMaster. This series of events has proven to be 
successful, but it is a massive undertaking for a caucus of 3. As such, we 
believe that AMW should be transitioned into a MHS-led event with support 
from the SRA Humanities. The faculty society simply has more financial and 
human resources to make this event a success, and with our continued 
involvement we believe AMW can become even better in the future.  

Note: The SRA Humanities caucus will still have representation on the 
AMW working committee in the future, helping brainstorm ideas and 
have a say in the decisionmaking process. However, the goal is that 
moving forward the SRA representatives will be less liable for planning, 
facilitating and fundraising for events.  

Benefits ● AMW can be improved with the increased financial support and the 
resources (human, capital and otherwise) available. The MHS is 
simply better positioned to make this event an even bigger success.  

● Frees up SRA Humanities caucus members to work on other areas of 
the Year Plan while still contributing to the success of AMW.  

Year 1  ● As has been routine in the past, there will be a committee struck 
between the SRA and MHS, with 3 representatives from each 
group.  

● This will be the main working committee for AMW, but we will 
also discuss plans for transitioning control of AMW into the 
hands of the MHS. The SRA will still have representation on this 
AMW working committee in the future, but the SRA will be less 
liable for planning, facilitating and fundraising for events. For Y1 
of this plan (2016-2017), the traditional voting structure of 3 MHS 
and 3 SRA will be maintained. Moving forward, this will likely 
shift to 1 SRA member sitting on the MHS’ working group. 

● The SRA will transfer all of our AMW information, contacts and 
resources to the MHS so that they are better able to plan the 
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events next year. MHS members will be more involved in the 
planning process so that they can pass on tips and suggestions 
to their incoming exec for Y2.  

● The new AMW working committee structure will be finalized 
after AMW, and will be included in an AMW-specific debrief 
report for the incoming committee (in Y2). 

Year 2  ● With the new AMW working committee structure in place, along 
with the resources organized in their google drive, the MHS will 
be prepared to take on AMW as one of their big annual projects. 
The SRA will still be involved and have a say in all of the 
decisions, but will not be relied on as heavily for the planning 
and execution of each event.  

Partners MHS Executive (Everyone, but especially with the VP Internal who now 
has Arts Matter Week as part of their portfolio). 

 
Overarching 
Vision (what is 
the ultimate 
goal?) 

2 - More Opportunities for Experiential Education (See Obj 2.3) 

Description The benefits of EE are well noted, and it is a pedagogy that McMaster has 
largely adopted over the years. However, opportunities to engage in EE 
have been rather sparse for students in the Faculty of Humanities. We want 
to work with the Faculty office to change this by implementing more EE 
opportunities into the Humanities curriculum.  

Benefits ● Provides students with hands-on experience in the workplace and 
will show future employees they have had experience in the area - 
therefore promoting employability post-graduation. 

Year 1  ● Consult with Dr. Moro and Dr. Cruikshank on different ways EE can 
be integrated into the Humanities cirriculum, and identify the best 
way(s) to proceed on this subject  

● Evaluate which courses are the most appropriate for this area/type of 
learning and which courses stand to benefit from EE integration. 

● Produce a debrief package on enhancing the Humanities EE 
offerings and debrief the incoming SRA Humanities caucus on 
progress made and how to proceed (outlined in Y2 below). 

Year 2  ● Continue working with the Faculty office over the summer to 
conclude which courses would be best suited for EE integration. 
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● Work with the Faculty office and the professors of those courses 
over the summer to develop a sensible approach to EE that is 
suitable for the course.  

● Try to have the courses updated and running with EE by the Fall 
2017 and Winter 2018 terms.  

● Debrief with the professors and faculty offices afterwards to evaluate 
the effectiveness of course modifications, and collect student 
opinions through course evaluations.  

● Provide debrief report to incoming SRA caucus for Y3 

Year 3 ● Work with the faculty offices and professors to develop and 
implement changes to these courses for the next time they are 
offered 

● Debrief after the courses run with the recommended changes to 
judge their effectiveness, and repeat as necessary each year until 
students and faculty are satisfied with the end product. 

Partners Office of the Dean & Assoc. Dean,, Academic Advising Office, Blake 
Oliver (MSU VP Education), Emmanuel Appiah (MHS VP Academics), 
Professors for courses identified as potential targets for EE integration 

 
GOALS to strive for 

 
List 5 things that you would like to have prepared for the beginning of September 

1. Professional Resources Portal 
2. Constituent Feedback Form 
3. Consultations for Implementing Degree Specifications 
4. Consultations for Extended Library Hours 
5. Consultations regarding Increased Experiential Education Opportunities 

 
List 5 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st) 

1. Increased visibility on campus through attending events and conducting class talks.  
2. Degree Specifications (significant progress made) 
3. Increase presence on campus 
4. Student Art on Campus (Call for Submissions) 
5. Extended Library Hours 

 
List 5 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd) 

1. Arts Matter Week 
2. Humanities Job Fair 
3. Humanities General Assembly 
4. SRA Transition Packages and New Representative Transition Program 
5. Student Art on Campus (Art on display for January/February 
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Master Summary 
(calendar and checklist) 

 
May ● Brainstorm ideas for the SRA Year Plan 
June ● HC budget 

● Finalize SRA Year Plan 
● Consult with MHS on our year plan 
● Contact Facility Services (RE: Student Art on Campus) 

July ● Discuss financial needs with MSU VP Finance and MHS VP Finance 
● Further consult with MHS on our year plan and how it fits into theirs 
● Work out details for lounge accessibility with the involved student 

groups and the Faculty of Humanities office (as well as facility 
services if necessary) 

● Contact all necessary parties to get data/info for the Professional 
Resources Portal; condense and organize for website 

● Begin consultations and planning for Humanities Job Fair (HJF) 

August ● Begin working with MHS, BOD’s on degree specifications 
● Launch Feedback Form 
● Launch Professional Resources Portal 
● Begin planning for Arts Matter Week (AMW) 

September ● Welcome Week, increased presence on campus  
● Humanities GA #1 

October ● Call for Submissions (Student Art on Campus) 

November ● Close Submissions (Student Art on Campus) 
December ● Submit Art to Facility Services and work with them to have it 

displayed on campus in the new year 
January ● Humanities GA #2 

● Intensify planning efforts for AMW and HJF 
● Tangible progress on Extended Library Hours 

February ● Arts Matter Week. 
● Humanities Job Fair 

March ● Start completing transition packages 
● Tangible progress on increasing EE opportunities in Humanities 
● Tangible progress on implementing degree specifications 

April ● Properly transition incoming SRA Humanities Caucus. 
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